
 
FoMRHI Comm 2141                          Peter Forrester 
 
A String Calculator; originally FoMRHI Comm. 162, October 1978, by Djilda Abbott and 
Ephraim Segerman 
 
Eph’s Notes on the String Formula etc., which enabled the calculator are in the original 
communication which can be found online, but the calculator itself was supplied as a separate A4 
sheet which of course is no longer with it. A copy is given herewith Nowadays computers and 
printers will allow its reproduction, enlargement, etc. with ease. The original instructions for 
assembling it as a form of slide-rule were given by David Miller. 
 
There is a slightly different version online at the NRI website, https://nristringshop.co.uk/string-
calculator.html  
 
‘INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY 
 
Glue the whole sheet to suitable backing material (cardboard, plywood, perspex, aluminium, 
boxwood, quartered Swiss pine, etc.). Cut along the vertical lines to separate the strips titled 
Tension, String length/Note, Diameter, and Density of String Materials, and Range Guide. 
    On another sheet of backing material, reassemble the strips titled Tension, String 
Length/Note, Diameter, and Density of String Materials in their original relationship, with the 
dotted line at the bottom of the strips in accurate alignment. The outer strips (Tension and 
Density of String Material) should be permanently attached to the new backing material, leaving 
just enough space for the String length/Note and Diameter strips to slide freely between them. 
    The Range Guide strip should be the same width as the Diameter strip, since the two are 
interchangeable for different calculations.’ 
 
Instructions for use are on the calculator itself.  
 
My own has worked usefully since its original publication, using medium thick card for the initial 
support, and plywood for the final one. It has been slightly modified and the Range Guide added 
to over the years as gut manufacture improved - the new upper estimates were suggested some 
years ago by Mimmo Peruffo and may have improved further? Iron and brass wire also, largely 
due to Malcolm Rose. This is the calculator given here, slightly untidily. Someone may have an 
unsullied original somewhere? Some practice will reveal its capabilities, initially perhaps by 
checking over an already extant instrument? Twisted wire does remain problematical, my own 
estimates for ‘medium twist’ and ‘high twist’ are on the calculator and will give equivalent solid 
string diameters. Bruce Brook and NRI in the UK, and Andrew Hartig in USA will supply their 
twisted equivalent sizes. Lower limits as shown have to be somewhat subjective - one person’s 
note is another’s dull thud! - Peter Forrester. 
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